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This summer at Club Med,
Peace of mind is a destination
After a whole year of restrictions, we’re all keener than ever to travel.
Club Med is pleased to announce the opening of its Resorts:
From 21 May, guests will be welcome at the La Palmyre Atlantique,
Opio en Provence, Vittel le Parc and Vittel Golf Ermitage Resorts.
From June onwards, the Mediterranean Resorts at Cefalù and Kamarina (Italy),
Gregolimano (Greece), Da Balaia (Portugal), Marrakech La Palmeraie
and Yasmina (Morocco), Djerba La Douce (Tunisia), and Bodrum and
Palmiye (Turkey) will be opening too. Mountain Resorts in France: La Rosière,
l’Alpe d’ Huez, Arcs Panorama, Serre-Chevalier, along with Grand Massif Samoëns
Morillon, Valmorel and our Chalets at Grand Massif Samoëns Morillon and Valmorel
As soon as European borders open, our Resorts at Michès Playa Esmeralda
and Punta Cana (Dominican Republic), Cancùn (Mexico), Turkoise (Turks and Caicos),
La Caravelle (Guadeloupe), Les Boucaniers (Martinique), the Seychelles, and
Kani and Les Villas de Finolhu (Maldives) will once again be able to welcome guests.

With 70 years’ experience, Club Med is more in step
with the times – and with holidaymakers’ e
 xpectations
– than ever. Thanks to our esprit libre ethos, free s
 pirits
can enjoy hassle-free holidays with family, their
significant other, friends, or on their own. At last, we
can all get together again with full peace of mind!
Explore new horizons. Let it all go. You’re finally free to
chill out – Club Med will take care of everything.
As the health crisis recedes, travel is becoming even
more meaningful – in fact it’s a top priority for the French
as life returns to normal. This profound, vital desire
is accompanied by new, fundamental e
 xpectations:
flexibility, safety in terms of health, successful holidays
– and a newfound sense of societal and environmental
responsibility at holiday destinations.
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Club Med’s association with freedom started with
a ground-breaking declaration just over 70 years
ago: « be happy and free, here and now ».
Club Med’s DNA is all about taking care of daily
hassles of all sorts, dealing with them on behalf
of our guests while they’re with us. We can make
sure holidaymakers’ burdens are eased in a way
that’s been so hard to achieve lately, restoring their
peace of mind during their holidays.
Henri Giscard d’Estaing,
Chairman, Club Med.

Holidaymakers seek
more flexibility so
they can factor
in last-minute changes
65% of French people intend to make a last-minute
decision, and want to be free to change their minds
about their summer holiday*.
Club Med is providing its customers with the freedom
and peace of mind they’re looking for, right from the
booking stage. Bookings can be changed at no extra
charge if there’s a Covid-19-related issue, with flexible
cancellation terms. All bookings include medical
assistance coverage. If needs be, Club Med’s partner
Europ Assistance will bear the cost of hospital stays
abroad, accommodation for an accompanying person,
repatriation, extra costs in the event of an extended
stay, and medical expenses relating to Covid-19. Europ
Assistance’s support centre is on hand to assist with
formalities.
*Source: Club Med survey interviewing 3000 respondents, 06/05/21.

Holidaymakers dreaming
of freedom – and a safe
health environment
Club Med has adjusted its offering in the light of the
health situation whilst ensuring it remains true to its
relaxed and friendly ethos.
Distances have been increased between meal tables
(to 1.5 metres); dining venue opening times have been
extended to ensure guests can make the most of these
facilities. Guests can also benefit from personalised
service at their table, with an even larger range of menu
items than before.
The atmosphere has been fine-tuned too, with more
fun events during the daytime and evenings. Live
events feature artists spanning the visual arts, the
c ircus, magic, and street art. Events especially for
children have also been devised, including musical
and other craft-themed workshops for kids and their
parents.
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There’ll be more Mini Club organisers at children’s
activities, making sure kids get all the attention they
deserve thanks to smaller groups. Our GOs looking
after children (ages 4 months to 17) will be providing
age-appropriate activities in line with each Resort’s
environment, making sure they get the most out of
the open air and natural surroundings. A wide range of
individual and family sports will be available as usual, too.
Club Med organisers and staff (‘GO’s and ‘GE’s) are being
trained to apply all the health and safety measures
in force at their Resort. Specific training for each
department will be provided, with the support of
partners specialising in accommodation and catering.
Cleaning and, in particular, disinfection will be enhanced
on all our sites, especially in areas where there is more
contact and in infrastructures that are part of our
guests’ unique experience: rooms, restaurants, activity
venues, children’s facilities, spas, etc.
New services have been devised to make guests’ lives easier and address their emerging expectations. Club Med is
now offering quiet, relaxing spaces with coffee and wifi freely available for those with work to do, ensuring they can
get the job done whilst enjoying a beautiful holiday setting.
Digital Easy Arrival and Easy Check-In and Check-Out services allow guests to prepare their stay well ahead of
time and shorten waiting times on arrival. New digital resources have now been rolled out, informing guests as soon
as their room or Mini Club registration are available, allowing them to book a table in speciality restaurants or the
Gourmet Lounge, or even sign up to the flagship activities included in the Club-Med all-inclusive package.
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All measures in the « Safe Together » health protocol have been approved by our scientific
council and audited by acclaimed standards management body Cristal Standards
International. All resorts are being audited as part of POSI Check certification prior to reopening, and
reaudited regularly throughout the season. With these protocols in effect for the best part of a year,
European Resorts achieved an average safety score of 92.8% during Summer 2020, well above the
certification threshold of 80%.
For more details, visit www.clubmed.us/l/safetogether

This summer, to ensure the most serene experience
possible for its customers, and in addition to all the
measures in the « Safe Together » protocol, Club Med
is recommending that adults and children aged 11 and
over who have not been vaccinated undergo an RT-PCR
or antigenic test before arriving at a Resort in France.
For European Resorts, Club Med will apply the rules in
force in each country.
And when the holiday draws to a close, everything
will be on hand to facilitate the required tests being
carried out prior to returning to France: in all Resorts,
there will be a solution available for guests to have their
test performed on-site in the Resort or nearby, with an
appointment booking system.

Satisfaction surveys conducted at the end of
summer 2020 all show the same tendency: the
implementation of health protocols has not
decreased customer satisfaction. If anything, the
opposite has happened. Our « Safe Together »
protocol has had no adverse effect on the sense
of freedom people experience at Club Med. This
is indicative of the considerable resilience of our
model and our ability to absorb new constraints of
any kind, ensuring that our guestscan devote their
energies elsewhere and make the most of their
holidays.
Aline Ducret,
Marketing Director, EAF
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Guests seeking the holiday
experience delivering
complete fulfilment
The All-inclusive formula invented by Club Med in 1950
is the ideal solution: it really does offer complete freedom
of choice, limited only by guests’ desires and whims of
the moment.
Club Med’s high-end all-inclusive model offers a choice
between traditional cuisine, international delicacies, and
local specialities. And with over 60 sporting disciplines
available, guests can learn a new sport or progress in one
they practice already. Children, meanwhile, are free to
play while their parents enjoy their favourite pastimes.
Today’s demand for unique experiences is also addressed
by personalisation of a la carte, bespoke services within
Club Med’s all-inclusive offer.
43% of holidaymakers are seeking to enjoy new
e xperiences together with their immediate circle.
« Amazing family », Club Med’s family-specific offer of
services, allows parents to have a great time and create
wonderful memories with their children as they benefit
from specially organised activities.
*Source: Club Med survey interviewing 3000 respondents, 06/05/21.

Holidaymakers
are increasingly attentive
to the social and
environmental impact
of their holiday
62% of holidaymakers say these factors come into
play in their decision**
Club Med was founded on the concept of reconnecting
with nature and enjoying group activities, and its
commitments in this respect have been u
 nwavering.
In response to increased awareness on the part
of h olidaymakers, Club Med has brought these
commitments together in the form of an overall policy,
embodied by its « Happy to Care » programme.
Club Med’s commitments include:
• E co-certification of all new Resort c onstruction
with BREEAM, an independent, international
eco-construction body – one of the most demanding
and most widely-recognised in the world.
• Eco-certification of day-to-day Resort management
in the form of international sustainable tourism
certification by Green Globe. 85% of all Resorts have
received certification to date;
• Eliminating all plastic from all Resorts worldwide by
2022, thanks to our « Bye-bye Plastics » policy. Club
Med has already stopped using disposable, single-use
plastic in its bars and restaurants.
• Continuing to combat food waste
• P rioritising local purchasing wherever possible;
s upporting producers close to our Resorts in a
partnership with AGRISUD; promoting local, t raditional
farming and agroecology around our Resorts.
For more details of our commitments, visit
http://sustainability.clubmed/
**Source: Cabinet Roland Berger survey, 1-16 April 2021
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This summer, our guests will be able to rediscover the unique Club Med « peace of mind » experience
in our outstanding Resorts in France and across Europe. We’re offering holidaymakers the prospect of being able
to fully let go and be free from all other concerns, so they can take time out with their family, significant other,
friends – or on their own.
Club Med is also all about high-end, all-inclusive offers whose strength resides in their diversity and quality.
Our blend of quality, safety, and value for money remains unrivalled. Guests can discover new passions, make
the most of the open air, and enjoy all the little pleasures of life we’ve missed so much: a good meal; an entertaining show; a relaxation session in our Yoga School by Heberson.
Charlotte Bernin,
VP Omnichannel Sales, France

Experiences free spirits can enjoy this summer
Club Med – the acme of body-spirit
balance since the word go
Resorts offer a wide range of activities, and yoga is one
of the most popular of these.
Club Med founder Gérard Blitz was himself a keen
practitioner of the discipline of yoga, so it’s only natural
that the quest for wellbeing has continued unabated for
the past 71 years. Today, it’s embodied by the creation
of our Yoga School by Heberson.
In the footsteps of its pioneers, Club Med has set
up its own yoga school with one of France’s most
highly-acclaimed yoga instructors, Heberson Oliveira.
The Yoga School allows beginners and experienced
devotees alike to engage in this discipline, renowned
for its benefits – and discover new practices.
Yoga School modules are tailored to each destination,
the characteristics of each Resort, and each individual’s
level. They include Baby Yoga and Vibhava Yoga for
parents and children at Family Resorts, yoga walks at
Mountain Resorts, and exercises aligned with the sun
on a paddleboard out on the water – even a pergola at
Albion and Cefalù.
In addition to being able to practice yoga in magnificent
surroundings, the whole family can learn to breathe,
loosen up, and relax. The Yoga School has been
d esigned to cater for all types of holidaymaker, so
anyone can progress both mentally and physically.

Club Med also aims to establish « wellness bubbles
»: an all-round approach spanning everything from
meals to spas via a range of exclusive activities. All
restaurants feature ‘healthy eating’ offers: selections of
balanced meals devised using local products.
In addition to Yoga, other relaxation-friendly activities
are on offer; most Resorts have spas with a number
of treatment booths. This year, Club Med has joined
forces with a professional renowned for its technical
prowess and its product origins, Sothys. Sothys spas
will be available in 8 Resorts this summer, offering a
unique sensory getaway combining nature, beauty,
and culture
For more details, visit
www.clubmed.us/l/wellness
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Club Med Amazing Weeks:
where champions gather
This summer, Club Med’s Amazing Weeks programme
in Mountain Resorts will be passing on the passion of
specially invited experts across a range of d
 isciplines.
These themed, one-week stays allow guests to learn
a new sport or make progress in one they already
practise.
Many Amazing Weeks link in with sporting events such
as trail running (in partnership with Salomon), cycling,
and mountain biking, as well as sports workshops led by
champions and featuring personalised demonstrations
and coaching. Evening meetings offer an opportunity
to chat with these champions and share experiences.
Sport – and much more besides! This July, Club Med
Grand-Massif Samoens Morillon will be hosting
scientific journalist Paul Wagner to tell guests all about
astronomy. This former presenter at the Paris Palais de
la Découverte Planetarium will be giving evening talks,
suitable for all ages and experience, explaining planets,
stars, and the night sky. He’s sure to arouse younger
guests’ curiosity and put stars in their eyes!
In September in Greece, budding photographers will
be able to fine-tune their skills thanks to the advice
and tricks of the trade revealed by a teacher from the
Nikon School.
Amazing Week schedule:
• « Sports gatherings »: Les Arcs Panorama, mid-June
to mid-July;
• « Beneath the Stars »: Alps, throughout July;
• « Image Hunters »: Greece, throughout September.
For more details, visit
www.clubmed.fr/l/amazing-weeks

The mountains in the summer:
recharge your batteries
in a great playground amid
glorious surroundings
With forests, paths through alpine meadows, lakes, and
waterfalls, the mountains offer a wealth of landscapes
in which to recharge your batteries. They’re also a great
place to engage in a wide variety of open-air activities.
Mountain Resorts offer a huge playground in which to
indulge in trail running, mountain biking, or on-road
cycling. At La Rosière, those less keen on sport can take
a ride on an e-bike to visit the most beautiful s cenery in
the Alps using soft mobility – Mont Blanc itself is barely
20 kilometres away as the crow flies!
Whether you’re with your family, significant other,
friends, or on your own, Mountain Resorts are also
a great base from which to explore for miles along
waymarked paths for all levels of walker, discovering
plant and animal life as you go. And of course, it’s a
great opportunity to enjoy time out together in the
countryside with a picnic or afternoon snack!
Club Med also offers a wide range of w hite-water
a c t i v i t i e s , i n c l u d i n g c a n yon i n g , ra f t i n g , a n d
r iverboarding. Other activities such as climbing,
horse-riding, golf, and tennis are also available.
Work hard, play hard! Clean air, a quiet atmosphere,
the treatments available in our spas, and relaxation
activities are all ideal ways of being reinvigorated.
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New Club Med Resorts to discover this summer
17 Resorts open in France and across Europe this summer.
As of 21 May, the French Opio en Provence, Vittel le Parc, and Vittel Golf Ermitage Resorts will be welcoming their
first guests – as will Palmyre Atlantique.

Club Med La Palmyre Atlantique
A typical day here might include a bike ride, or a local
platter of seafood whilst enjoying a traditional show
characteristic of the region.
The Resort combines all the ingredients of a
great family holiday: activities for children aged
4 months and up so that young and old alike can
enjoy their own fun; « Do It Yourself » workshops
where the whole family can reconnect around fun,
e ducational a ctivities; spacious bedrooms where
everyone will have plenty of space of their own; and
exciting e
 xcursions, allowing your whole tribe to
explore the region or a particular ecosystem.
For more details, visit
www.clubmed.us/r/la-palmyre-atlantique/y

Club Med La Rosière
At the heat of the Tarentaise range, Club Med la
Rosière offers outstanding views over the valley and
the Beaufortain range. The Resort is built on the site of
a disused mountain aerodrome, where Club Med has
replanted over four hectares of what was concrete
paving, creating an alpine garden and a nature trail
through trees and a variety of aromatic and medicinal
plants. Just 8 kilometres from the Italian border over
the legendary Petit-St Bernard pass, Club Med La
Rosière puts two destinations at visitors’ doorsteps:
Savoie, and Italie with its hallmark Aosta Valley.
There’s no better location from which to explore all
the wealth of these alpine regions!
For more details, visit
www.clubmed.us/r/la-rosiere/w
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For additional information, please visit
www.clubmed.us

Visuals:
https://dream.clubmed.com/bF91AL1Q4

For the latest news from Club Med, visit
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À propos de Club Med
Club Med, founded in 1950 by Gerard Blitz & Gilbert Trigano, invented the all-inclusive holiday club concept, adding in
activities especially for children with the creation of the Mini Club in 1967. Led by its pioneering spirit, Club Med seeks
out exceptional destinations and sites.
Thanks to the support of its shareholder Fosun Tourism Group and the implementation of the “upscale, global and Happy
Digital” strategy, Club Med is now the worldwide leader of premium resort all-inclusive holidays with a French touch for
families and active couples
Club Med operates nearly 70 resorts, of which 80% of the capacity is classified Premium and Club Med Exclusive
Collection.
Present in 32 countries around the world, Club Med employs nearly 25,000 Gentils Organisateurs (G.Os) and Gentils
Employés (G.Es) worldwide committed, representing 110 nationalities.
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